OFFICE OF STATE UNIFORM PAYROLL MEMORANDUM #2022-49

TO: LaGov HCM Agency Human Resources and Employee Administration Staff

FROM: Andrea P. Hubbard
Director

SUBJECT: New Vendor/Product Approved for July 2022

The following new product/policy is approved for payroll deduction beginning with the first pay period in July 2022:

1. **Louisiana Dental Plan** was approved for a new **Dental** (DAP31) policy to be implemented July 2022. The new Dental policy will be eligible for the flexible benefits plan January 2023.

Attached is an updated Vendor/Coordinator Listing (VC-02) reflecting the above change.

Direct questions to a member of the OSUP Benefits and Financial Administration Unit at _DOA-OSUP-BFA@la.gov or (225):

- Shanna Batiste 342.5344
- Jodi Bullock 342.5377
- Shaneen Watson 342.5345

APH:SMB/kme

Attachment: [VC-02, Vendor/Coordinator Listing (effective 06-08-22)]